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From little 
acorns do 
mighty 
oaks grow

14th Century old English proverb



The World Needs Trees
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By the time you finish reading 
this sentence, another three 
hectares of forest have been cut 
down.

90 percent of people who live 
in extreme poverty depend on 
forests for their survival.

Approximately 1,400 tree 
species are currently listed as 
critically endangered

In Western modern medicine, 
around 25% of all drugs are 
derived from rainforest plants

At our current rate, all 
rainforests will be gone in 77 
years.

There are about 3 trillion trees 
on Earth, which is only half as 
many as 12,000 years ago, at the 
start of human civilization.



It Impacts Our World In Several Ways
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• Trees absorb carbon dioxide and emit oxygen creating clean breathable air.  

• Our global carbon emissions continue to rise yet there is less forest to maintain the ecological 
balance.

• Dark colours (like green tree cover) absorbs the sun’s rays.  

• Light coloured areas (like cleared forests) reflect solar radiation and is responsible for 13% of all 
global carbon emissions (Source: Rainforest Alliance).

• Each year over 1,000 plants and animal species go extinct due to deforestation and subsequent 
habitat loss (Source: CNN).



We Need To Act Now
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Our Mission
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Our product and services help                     and the 🌍 grow

employees
brands
leaders

sales teams
marketing
executives

experts 

“Humanising B2B Brands, One Employee Voice At A Time”



Our Purpose
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Customer Growth = Tribal Growth = Planet Growth



What Is Tribal Trees?
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By partnering with Tree-Nation, we help our planet to grow every time we 
help our customers to grow.  We’re committed to building a brand…

• Where we make a positive impact on our society for our children and their children
• Where our business growth is directly connected to the growth of our planet
• Where we work to become a carbon neutral business and offset our CO2 emissions



One Tree Won’t Make A Difference.  Wrong!
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A single tree can absorb 
up to 48 pounds of 
carbon dioxide each 
year, making it the most 
effective carbon 
filtration system on 
earth. 



How Does It Work?

• Each tree costs between €1 = €10

• We can plant a tree or offer a tree as a gift

• To offer a tree as a gift, we…
• Select a plantation project (e.g. India, France, UK, Brazil, Spain etc)
• Choose one species
• Select how many trees the recipient will receive
• Dedicate the tree (e.g. thank you, happy birthday, festive greetings)
• Add recipient email
• They receive an email and are asked to ‘plant’ their tree
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How Do We Track Our Impact?
Our live map show where we have planted trees, how many hectares we have reforested and how 
much CO2 we have captured as a result of our contribution.  This will be tracked over time.
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When Will We Donate Trees?
• TribalMilePact Strava Group:  For every 1km 

the core & extended tribe walk/run each month, 
Tribal will donate 10p towards Tribal Trees.

• LinkedIn Lives:  For every guest that we invite 
onto our LinkedIn Live, we’ll gift them a tree.

• Festive Gifts:  Instead of posting cards and gifts 
to customers, we’ll gift them a tree.

• Birthday Gifts:  You can choose to swap out 
your birthday gift and plant a mini-forest instead!
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Thank You

/tribal-impact

/tribalimpact

/tribalimpactlife


